Apps that we think are worth looking into:

This app is free and offers you 5 to 7 free apps a day. That is
one of the places we have found our education apps for free.

This app allows you to create You Tube lists for your child
without the adds or the unwanted suggestions on the side.
Example: your child likes the Barbie movies, you can have
them all on a play list without worrying about the “other
Barbie” movies being suggested…

The following apps were purchased for a dollaror two or they were free. Most apps start out free, go up
in price and within a few months they go free again. We have a variety of different apps for the same
category because 1. Kids get bored of the same game quickly
2. they don`t all like the same thing.

Learning A to Z is an awesome program but it does cost money to access the books. We use it as a
homereading program with some students. I LIKE BOOKS is free and has a variety of books that can be
read to your child. They are easy readers for their age group.

Printing and alphabet in French

.
Called PINGUOIN

These apps are great for teaching reading and sight words.
The preschool level is free. You can purchase the whole
app for $4 and have 6 games and a very complete list of
sight words for levels k through 5.
We use this one a lot.

Your child is developing language: that means learning new words, associating a word and a picture.
Being able to classify objects and explain the classification will be an important skill to learn. Look up the
other apps by this developer.

Understanding the order of a story is also an important skill they will be developing in the next few
years.

This is the free version. You can upgrade to the full version.
This app allows your child to put 3 or more pictures in order to
tell a story. This is a great pre reading and prewriting activity.

This is also a good app for sequencing.

FRENCH LANGUAGE ARTS APPS

MATH Skills are also important to develop with your child. Can they count to 10? Can they recognize
some amounts by glancing at them or do they still need to count 1-2-3-4 there are 4 apples on the table.
Do they understand that you can regroup items differently? If I have 5 cookies, I can have one in my
hand and 4 on a plate or 2 in my hand, 2 on a plate and one in my mouth… Here are some wonderful
math apps.
MONTESSORI NUMBERS
This app can be in found in a variety of languages and teaches
numbers and number values (ones, tens, hundreds,
thousands). This app is great as it can be set for smaller
numbers (0 to 10) or bigger numbers. This app will be a great
tool for your child from K to grade 5.The best part about this
app is that the instructions are in English so parents can set
the app and let the child learn the numbers in the desired
language.

Great for teaching them to count to ten and different ways
ten can be divided.

Also called Savane

